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We studied the evaporation-induced pattern formation in droplets of common wheat kernel

leakages prepared out of ancient and modern wheat cultivars as a possible tool for wheat

quality analysis. The experiments showed that the substances which passed into the water during

the soaking of the kernels created crystalline structures with different degrees of complexity

while the droplets were evaporating. The forms ranged from spots and simple structures with

single ramifications, through dendrites, up to highly organized hexagonal shapes and fractal-like

structures. The patterns were observed and photographed using dark field microscopy in small

magnifications. The evaluation of the patterns was performed both visually and by means of the

fractal dimension analysis. From the results, it can be inferred that the wheat cultivars differed

in their pattern-forming capacities. Two of the analyzed wheat cultivars showed poor pattern

formation, whereas another two created well-formed and complex patterns. Additionally, the wheat

cultivars were analyzed for their vigor by means of the germination test and measurement of

the electrical conductivity of the grain leakages. The results showed that the more vigorous
cultivars also created more complex patterns, whereas the weaker cultivars created predominantly

poor forms. This observation suggests a correlation between the wheat seed quality and droplet

evaporation patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evaporation-induced formation of patterns in droplets has gained much interest during the last decade.

This method is based on the phenomena of self-organization of particles suspended in fluids into nano-

and microstructures during droplet evaporation and is studied by researchers working in different fields of

science; it is inter alia important in the deposition of DNA/RNA microarrays [1–3], protein microarrays [4],

DNA molecule stretching [5], drug discovery [6, 7], inkjet printing [8], and manufacture of novel electronic

and optical materials [8, 9], including thin films and coatings [10]. There are also studies reporting the

application of the droplet evaporation method as a diagnostic tool for medical purposes. It was possible to

show that the droplets of biological fluids, such as blood serum [11–17], saliva [18], and urine [14], created

different patterns depending on the patient’s state of health and allowed the diagnosis of several disorders.

The evaporation of droplets of different suspensions often leads to the formation of complex patterns,

like for instance patterns containing ring structures [4, 7, 19], rhythmic patterns [7, 20–23], fingering and

dendrite-like patterns [24], fractals [23, 24], and hexagons [25]. The formation of patterns in evaporating

droplets is still not a fully understood process. It is known that the formation and positioning of the

deposit depend on the phase transition and therefore on the flow dynamics which take place during

droplet evaporation. The main flow dynamics are the pinning on the contact line, which favors the particle

deposition on the edge of the drop and creates the so-called coffee-ring [19, 23], the Marangoni recirculating

flow driven by surface tension gradients which carries the particles toward the inside of the drop [26],

and the DLVO (Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek) interactions, which transport the particles toward the

substrate [27]. These flow dynamics influence the phase transition during the drying process of droplets

and contribute thus to the pattern formation. The dynamics of these flows depend in turn on the external,

environmental conditions during the evaporation and on the internal conditions inside the droplet, that

is, on its composition. Among the environmental conditions known to influence the phase transition and

thus the resulting pattern are temperature [7, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28], relative humidity [19, 22, 24], hydro-

philicity/hydrophobicity of the substrate [7, 23, 24], pressure [1, 20, 21], and even UV radiation [29]. The

composition of the liquid instead determines the droplet’s characteristics, like surface tension, wettability,

viscosity, ionic force, dispersion of colloids, and heat conductance [29].

However, when the drops evaporate in the same environment, their drying process depends on the

liquid composition. Therefore, a slight difference in the composition of the liquid leads to changes in

the phase transition during the drying process and subsequently to a different pattern [29]. This extreme

sensitivity of the pattern formation processes to the liquid composition provides a wide range of possible

applications of the droplet evaporation method, for instance as a tool for quality analysis of agricultural

products and foods. A study performed on fresh and aged beer samples confirms this thesis and shows that

the different beer samples undergo different dynamics during the evaporation processes and form therefore

different patterns [30].

The idea that there is a link between the forms created through evaporation-induced pattern formation

and the quality or health of the living organism is not new and has already been applied in the so-called bio-

crystallization or cupper chloride crystallization method. This method was developed ca. a hundred years

ago and consists in evaporation-induced pattern formation of a watery extract prepared out of the analyzed

sample with addition of copper chloride; the features of the resulting patterns served for quality analysis

of foods and agricultural products [31–33] and for diagnostic purposes in medicine [34–36]. Moreover, a

standardization of the biocrystallization method as a tool for quality analysis was possible for some foods

and agricultural products [31, 32].

The application of methods like droplet evaporation and biocrystallization to quality analysis requires

objective techniques of pattern evaluation. In fact, pattern evaluation is often named as a weak point of

these analyses [37, 38]. The most used evaluation technique is visual assessment, which has until now

proved superior to computerized picture evaluation techniques [39]. However, it requires a trained panel of

evaluators and is a rather time-consuming procedure. Currently, the growing arsenal of tools for fractal

analysis provides new possibilities for the quantification of different and hard-to-describe features of
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biological and nonbiological sets; fractal analysis seems to have a wide range of possible applications, since

it has been applied in a great number of studies on images like angiograms [40, 41], ultrasound images [42],

histological images [43], photographs of landscapes [44], and archeological findings [45] and on other data

sets, like for instance cardiac rhythm [46].

The aim of the present study was to develop a simple method using droplet evaporation of common

wheat leakages to form single spotted, fractal, and hexagon shaped-patterns on glass surfaces, and propose

it for the first time as a possible method for quality analyses of common wheat. The method can be applied

on whole, living seeds without the need to add any reagent; it is time-saving and fairly economic.

Moreover, in order to support our approach with traditional and easy-to-perform methods to analyze

seed quality, we applied the seed vigor test by monitoring the germination rate, and the electrical

conductivity of seed leakages: a fast germination with a high rate of germinated seeds, as well as low electri-

cal conductivity of the leakage, has been found to be indicators for vigorous seeds [47–50].

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Wheat Samples

Four common wheat grain samples from three ancient wheat cultivars, Inallettabile (INA), Benco (BEN),

and Gentil Rosso (GR), and one modern wheat cultivar, Nobel (NOB), were analyzed. Seeds from all of

the investigated genotypes were grown in the same location at the experimental farm of the University of

Bologna, Cadriano (latitude 44◦33′N and longitude 11◦21′E, 32 m a.s.l.), Italy, during the growing season

2007-2008. Until the analysis, the samples were stored at a constant temperature of 15◦C and relative

humidity of 12%.

2.2. Experimental Protocol for Droplet Evaporation of Wheat Leakages

For each wheat cultivar, five entire, undamaged kernels were collected and weighted. The kernels were

rinsed and placed in a test tube with ultrapure water (1 : 20 w/v). The test tubes were slightly shaken by

hand and left for one hour at room temperature. The experimental layout was a randomized block design

with four replicates. Out of each test tube, 7 drops (3 µL each) of leakage were collected at ca. 1 cm above

the kernels and placed in one row on two 8.5×9.5 cm microscope slides. The slides were previously cleaned

with ethanol and thoroughly rinsed with ultrapure water.

As shown in Figure 1, 10 rows of 7 drops each were placed on each slide; the slides were then put

in a thermostat at 25◦C with constant UV light (UV-A Blacklight Blue Lamp, 18 W, Philips) until the end

of the evaporation (approximately 1 h). Droplet residues on the slide edges (all residues in the 1st and 10th

row and the 1st and 7th residue in each row) were left out because of the border effect due to different

evaporation conditions, whereas the other droplet residues were used for further analysis. The experiment

was repeated on four different days with a total of 320 droplet residues (4 cultivars, 5 droplet residues per

cultivar replicate, 4 cultivar replicates, 4 experimentation days).

Each residue was photographed at two magnifications (25X and 100X) using a dark field microscope

MT4300H, MEIJI Techno, Saitama, Japan, with a connected CMOS Camera UK1175-C, EHD imaging

GmbH, Damme, Germany, in QXGA (2048× 1536) resolution.

2.3. Evaluation of Patterns from Droplet Residues

Images of all droplet residues in both magnifications (25X and 100X) were described for similarities and

differences in their patterns. Two evaluation approaches were then developed and applied to the images: (a)

visual evaluation and (b) fractal analysis.
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INA R1
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FIGURE 1: Graphical representation of the experimental design. Crossed drops were left out because of

the border effect. R1–4 indicate the four replicates per cultivar.

1 4

7 10

FIGURE 2: Reference pictures for visual evaluation with indication of scores (1, 4, 7, and 10), magnification

100X.

Visual Evaluation

The visual evaluation of the resulting patterns was based on a method developed for the visual evaluation

of biocrystallizations described in [39] with adaptations made by our team for the evaluation of droplet

patterns. The sets of images in the magnification 100X deriving from the four cultivars were letter-coded

according to a blind protocol, by a person not involved in the experiment. Then, the test was performed by

a nonschooled panel of 4 evaluators on an ordinal scale from 1 to 10 with reference pictures (Figure 2):
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(i) score 1 was accredited to a pattern with only single spots and/or agglomerates without any rami-

fied structures;

(ii) score 4 was accredited to a pattern with one or more simple ramified structures which are not

grouped and do not create a centered structure;

(iii) score 7 was accredited to a pattern with a predominant, centered, ramified structure (core), as yet

rather poor in forms especially in its central part;

(iv) score 10 was accredited to a pattern with a predominant, ramified centered structure, and very-well

developed, with many wide-spreading ramifications creating ordered and complex forms.

Scores 2, 3, and 5 were accredited to the patterns showing intermediate characteristics with respect to the

reference pictures if there was no centered predominant structure, and scores 6, 8, and 9 when there was a

centered predominant structure.

Fractal Analysis

The fractal analysis consisted in the calculation of the local connected fractal dimension (LCFD) [40, 41]

and was performed with the software Image J for microscopy 1.43 m [51] with the installed plugin for fractal

analysis FRAC-LAC 2.5 [52]. The images in the magnification 100X were converted to binary.

For the estimation of the LCFD, the coherent set around each pixel was used; each pixel of an object

included in the coherent set of pixels was bounded by probing squares of increasing size (until 45% of the

image). The fractal dimension of the Dmass type in the vicinity of a considered pixel was estimated from the

ratio of the number of pixels to the size of the square. This procedure was repeated for all coherent pixels

of an image, and the mean local dimension was then calculated. The LCFD characterized local variations

of image complexity. In this analysis, any experimenter bias was avoided.

2.4. Seed Vigor Tests

The vigor of the wheat cultivars was analyzed by means of (a) germination test and (b) measurement of the

electrical conductivity of seed leakages.

Germination Test

The germination test was conducted in three replicates, each consisting of 50 seeds placed in a Petri dish

(120 mm diameter) containing wet sterile sand (50 g of sterile sand and 15 ml of ultrapure water). The seeds

were incubated in a thermostat at 15◦C in dark conditions until all shoots reached ca. 5 mm in length. The

number of germinated seeds was counted daily. The experiment lasted 5 days. Based on the number of

germinated seeds, the germination index (GI) was calculated as follows:

GI =

n
∑

t=1

(

G t

Tt

)

, (2.1)

where G t is the number of the germinated seeds at day t , Tt is the time corresponding to G t in days, and n

is the number of days [53].

The germination rate was expressed as the percentage of geminated seeds after five days of exper-

imentation. The germination test was repeated twice.
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FIGURE 3: Imagines of whole droplet deposits (magnification 25X) describing crystalline structure (CS),

single spot (SP), middle zone (MZ), peripheral zone (PZ), and border line (BL). Different CS shapes sur-

rounded by several SPs are reported: (a) nonramified small CS; (b) few simple ramified and noncentered

CSs; (c) complex and centered CS.

Electrical Conductivity of Seed Leakages

Two g of seeds of each wheat cultivar were washed and then soaked in 40 mL of ultrapure water at room

temperature. Electrical conductivity of seed leakages was measured after 24 h of soaking (time necessary

for pointing out the differences in electrical conductivity of seed leakages from different cultivars) using

a conductivity meter (Basic 30, CRISON Instruments S.A., Barcelona, Spain) and expressed as µS cm−1

[49]. The experiment was replicated four times.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

All data was analyzed by means of the Bartlett test and analysis of variance (CoStat, version 6.400). Multiple

mean comparison was carried out by Turkey’s HSD test.

In addition, the Bravais-Pearson linear coefficient of correlation r = (Cov(X,Y ))/(SD(X)SD(Y ))

was computed to determine the degree of association between the data of visual evaluation and fractal

analysis.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. General Description of Patterns from Droplet Residues

All droplet patterns consisted of a prevalent deposition in the middle zone and of a thin and rather small

visible border line, whereas the peripheral zone, that is, the space between the middle zone and the border

line, was structure-free (Figure 3(a)). The deposition in the middle zone consisted of one or a few crystalline

structures (CSs) surrounded by single spots (Figures 3(a)–3(c)). The CSs were composed of connected

deposits of varying sizes and complexity, usually located in the middle zone of the evaporated droplets

(Figures 3(a)–3(c)). In the middle zone, the subdivision of the deposit into connected CSs and single

spots suggested the spatial segregation of substances during the evaporation process. Spatial segregation

in evaporating droplets has been reported for suspensions of different sized nanoparticles [28], nanospheres

[54] and for complex fluids [55].

The CS was the main variable pattern element among the droplet deposits: shapes ranged from

single spots and crosses (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)), through dendrites (Figures 4(c) and 4(d)), up to complex

(Figures 4(e)–4(i)) and highly organized structures (Figures 4(j)–4(l)). The CSs consisted mainly of ramified

branches (Figures 4(a)–4(f) and 4(j)–4(l)) and, in some cases, also of amorphous agglomerations placed in

their central parts (Figures 4(g) and 4(h)). As regards CS ramifications, different shapes of branches were
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FIGURE 4: Examples of crystalline structures showing different degrees of complexity (magnification 100X):

single spots and crosses (a, b), dendrites (c, d), ramified complex structures (e, f), structures containing

agglomerates (g, h), complex structures with short disordered ramifications (i), high organized fractal-like

structures containing hexagons (j, k), and curled branches (l).

observed: straight (Figure 4(h)), curved (Figure 4(e)), curled (Figures 4(f) and 4(l)), or hexagonal (Figures

4(j) and 4(k)).

The formation of ramified branched structures in evaporating droplets can be explained by the

diffusion limited aggregation due to Brownian motion of particles [24]: several CSs obtained in the present

research (Figure 4(d)) showed a great similarity to Brownian trees [56]. In addition, hexagonal shapes were

found in evaporating droplets containing nanoparticles [27] and nanospheres [54] and were detected in many

different auto-organizing systems, as for instance the cells in Rayleigh-Bénard convection [57]. Dendritic

and hexagonal shapes have been observed in evaporating droplets from different suspensions suggesting

that these structures seem to be a common feature of self-organizing systems rather than strictly dependant

on solute/solvent molecular characteristics [58].
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FIGURE 5: Examples of images scored in the visual evaluation by values 3, 4, 6, and 7 for the wheat

cultivars Benco (BEN), Nobel (NOB), Gentil Rosso (GR), and Inallettabile (INA), respectively, (magnification

100X).

TABLE 1: Visual assessment of images from different wheat cultivars: mean score, coefficient of variation

(CV), and percentage of patterns with a single crystallization core (PatternsSC). Different letters indicate

significant differences at P < 0.05.

Cultivar N Mean score SE CV (%) PatternsSC (%)

Inallettabile 80 6.98 (a) 0.23 30 76

Gentil Rosso 80 6.08 (a) 0.26 38 65

Nobel 80 3.81 (b) 0.26 60 26

Benco 80 3.32 (b) 0.22 59 17

N : number of evaluated patterns; SE: standard error.

3.2. Evaluation of Image Patterns

Visual Evaluation

The visual assessment, carried out by four independent evaluators on 80 images for each wheat cultivar,

revealed different levels of complexity within the experimental data set (Table 1). Inallettabile and Gentil

Rosso showed significantly higher mean scores indicating a more complex CS organization than Nobel

and Benco (Figure 5). In addition, a great proportion, ranging from 76 to 65%, of Inallettabile and Gentil

Rosso patterns was characterized by a single prevalent crystallization core, while Nobel and Benco showed

predominantly patterns with multiple crystallization cores.
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TABLE 2: Mean values of the local connected fractal dimension (LCFD) analysis of the images from the

four analyzed wheat cultivars. Different letters indicate significant differences at P < 0.05.

Cultivar
LCFD

N Mean SE

Inallettabile 80 1.340 (a) 0.030

Gentil Rosso 80 1.214 (a) 0.039

Nobel 80 1.006 (b) 0.039

Benco 80 0.885 (b) 0.038

N : number of evaluated patterns; SE: standard error.

In visual assessment, two main sources of variation have to be considered: the first one is the

variability due to different self-assembling shapes within each genotype; the second one is related to the

different evaluation of the same image among the evaluators. As shown by coefficient of variation values, the

mean score variability for Inallettabile and Gentil Rosso was approximately half that of Nobel and Benco

(Table 1). The lower coefficients of variation were associated with Inallettabile and Gentil Rosso, which

produced a predominance of patterns characterized by a single crystallization core. These data suggest a

more homogeneous scoring for highly organized patterns. The opposite was observed for Nobel and Benco,

which predominantly created patterns with multiple crystallization cores and more prone to divergent

assessment among evaluators.

Computer-Assisted Evaluation: Fractal Analysis

The mean values of the local connected fractal dimension (LCFD) are shown in Table 2. The analysis

showed that the cultivars Inallettabile and Gentil Rosso differed significantly from Nobel and Benco: Inal-

lettabile and Gentil Rosso had higher LCFD values indicating a greater complexity of the CSs.

Figure 6 depicts the correlations between the data gained in the two applied pattern evaluation

approaches: visual evaluation and fractal analysis (LCFD) for each of the given wheat cultivar. The data

sets were positively correlated (r = 0.72), at P < 0.001. This shows that the two evaluation approaches had

the same trend and that the visual approach was comparable with an objective assessment such as the fractal

analysis.

In our study, the evaporation process was conducted at 25◦C and constant UV light. These conditions

(room temperature and UV lightening) were reported in some studies [29] as appropriate, and also in

our experiments they turned out to be suitable for the here described analysis. However, an improved

control of the evaporating conditions including relative humidity and pressure might increase the method’s

repeatability and robustness. Another step, which may be considered for further improvements, is the

collection of droplets from the wheat seed leakages. In the present study, we collected each droplet by

immersing a micropipette into the leakage to the depth of ca. 1 cm above the kernels. This procedure

however provokes flows in the remaining leakage and may cause variations between droplets collected

from the same tube and in consequence in pattern repetitions.

3.3. Seed Vigor Tests

The germination index, germination rate, and electrical conductivity of seed leakages indicated that the

cultivars Inallettabile and Gentil Rosso were significantly more vigorous than the cultivars Nobel and Benco

(Table 3). They germinated faster and had a higher germination rate, and the electrical conductivity of the

seed leakage was lower.

It is worth noting that the analyzed cultivars showed an interesting alignment of the results coming

from both kinds of analysis: the droplet evaporation method and vigor test. The cultivars which created
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FIGURE 6: Correlation of data sets derived from the both evaluation approaches: visual evaluation and the

local connected fractal dimension (LCFD). The wheat cultivars Inallettabile (INA), Gentil Rosso (GR), Nobel

(NOB), and Benco (BEN) are signed by different indicator shapes.

TABLE 3: Results of the seed vigor tests. Data are presented as mean values. Different letters indicate

significant differences at P < 0.05.

Cultivar
Germination index Germination rate (%) Electrical conductivity (µS cm−1)

N Mean SE Mean SE N Mean SE

Inallettabile 6 24.30 (ab) 0.45 94.70 (a) 1.80 4 101.20 (a) 3.03

Gentil Rosso 6 26.47 (a) 1.42 95.30 (a) 0.67 4 108.10 (ab) 5.66

Nobel 6 18.97 (c) 1.90 77.00 (b) 1.36 4 125.90 (c) 4.04

Benco 6 20.77 (bc) 1.05 87.70 (b) 1.17 4 119.10 (bc) 4.23

N : number of samples; SE: standard error.

large and complex CS (Inallettabile and Gentil Rosso) proved to be more vital, whereas the cultivars Nobel

and Benco, which created smaller or no CS and had a low percentage of one cored patterns (Table 1) also

showed poor vitally in the applied seed vigor test. These findings suggest that the pattern complexity might

reflect the seed vitality; they conform also to the overall experience gained in various studies using different

methods based on pattern formation, which showed that, generally, a better vitality or health proved to be

associated with patterns showing greater complexity, rich forms, and greater harmony [39, 59, 60].

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that, while evaporating, droplets of wheat seed leakages create patterns containing a wide

range of differently shaped crystalline structures. In our experiment, we analyzed droplet patterns prepared

from four different wheat cultivars. The evaluation of these patterns was carried out by means of visual

evaluation and fractal dimension analysis; the data deriving from both applied evaluation approaches

showed a strong correlation. It was possible to show that the analyzed wheat cultivars differed in the

complexity of their droplet patterns. Furthermore, the results of the vigor test revealed that the pattern

complexity corresponded with the vitality of the seeds.

These results seem to be highly encouraging for considering the droplet evaporation method of wheat

seed leakages as a possible tool for quality and vitality analysis of wheat. Furthermore, by introducing

appropriate modifications to the experimental protocol, this method might represent also an appropriate
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quality analysis tool for other agricultural seeds and products. However, a solid basic research is of great

importance because primarily the understanding of self-assembly underlying mechanisms will permit the

diffusion of the droplet evaporation method, as well as other crystallization methods, as tools for quality

analysis. This study certainly represents only the beginning, and further research and collaboration of

different fields of science is indispensable for the better understanding of the approach to quality presented

here.
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